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 APPENDIX A — SPECIAL FORMATS 
 
 1.  Paragraphing:  Where space-saving is desirable, three blank spaces may be left within a 
line to indicate a new paragraph.  If the end of a paragraph ends a braille line, the next paragraph 
should begin in the fourth cell of the next line.  (This practice is occasionally used in magazines.) 
 
 2.  Poetry:  Where space-saving is desirable, poetry may be written as prose.  Each stanza 
should begin in the third space of a new line, and three blank spaces should be left between 
poetic lines.  If a poetic line finishes a braille line, the last word of the poetic line must be carried 
over to the next braille line.  (This practice is occasionally used in magazines.) 
 
 3.  Breaks in Context:  A series of dots or other symbols, used in print to indicate a break in 
text, may be shown in braille by three asterisks centered on a separate line and divided from each 
other by a space.  Ex: 
 
 * * * * * * * * * * 
 

 99 99 99 

 
 4.  Termination Line:  Where it is desirable to indicate ends of articles, stories, etc., a line of 

12 consecutive dots 2-5 3  should be centered on a new line.  No blank lines should be left 
above or below the termination line.  However, if there is insufficient room below the 
termination line for the heading and the first line of text, the new item should begin on a new 
page.  (This format is primarily employed in magazines.) 
 
 5.  Tabular Material:  Tabular material can, and should, be reproduced wherever possible.  
Refer to the most recent edition of Braille Formats: Principles of Print to Braille Transcription. 
 
 6.  Test Materials:  (See also Braille Formats: Principles of Print to Braille Transcription, 
most recent edition.)  Test materials should be embossed in braille in such a manner that there 
will be a minimum of time lost in reading by the blind person being tested.  In general, it is 
recommended that the following practices be used:   
 
  a.  Begin each test on a new braille page. 
 
  b.  Do not divide words at the end of lines. 
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  c.  Insofar as possible, avoid carrying parts of questions over to another braille page.  If a 
question is too long to be completed on one braille page, without undue waste of space, divide 
the question at a logical break in thought which will minimize referring back and forth between 
the braille pages. 
 
  d.  In tests which direct that the answers be written on a separate sheet, list all answer choices 
in column form, and complete each choice on a single braille line if the choice itself does not 
require more than one braille line. 
 
  e.  In tests employing the underscoring method, it is not necessary to write the choices in 
column form, but each answer choice should be completed on the line of braille on which it 
begins, if it does not itself require more than one braille line.  In order to give adequate space for 
underscoring, leave a blank line after each answer choice. 
  (Note:  This practice should be used in test materials intended for one-time use.  In 
permanently bound texts, the print copy should be followed as to spacing and columnar form, 
and directions should be inserted for writing the answers separately, in order not to mutilate the 
text.) 
 
  f.  In true-false tests (which are designed for underscoring), write the question first, and the 
letters  T  and  F  (omitting the capital or letter sign and parentheses) at the end of the question.  
The  T  and the  F  should be separated by two spaces from the end of the question, and from 
each other.  Blank lines should be left between questions to facilitate underscoring. 
  (Note:  As in §e. above.) 
 
 7.  Outlines:  (See also Braille Formats: Principles of Print to Braille Transcription, most 
recent edition.)  In writing outlines, considerable space can be saved by using the following 
form:   
   (1) Begin each main division in the third cell of the braille line. 
   (2) Indent successively two additional cells for the beginning of each subdivision. 
   (3) Bring all runovers of each main division, or subdivision, to the margin.  Ex: 
 
 I.----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  A.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   1.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     a.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
         (I)------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
         (A)----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
    etc. 
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 8.  Plays and Other Dramatic Materials:  (See also Braille Formats: Principles of Print to 
Braille Transcription, most recent edition.)  These should be reproduced in the following form: 
 
  a.  Stage Directions: 
 
   (1)  Italics should be omitted for all stage directions, settings, etc., and the braille 
parentheses should be substituted for all brackets found in the print copy. 
 
   (2)  Stage settings of scenes should be written in paragraph form. 
 
   (3)  Stage directions for coming on and off stage, including runovers, should be indented 
four spaces. 
 
  b.  Characters: 
 
   (1)  Omit italics in names of characters introducing dialogue, but include them where 
they appear in dialogue for voice emphasis.  Use only the single capital sign before all names of 
characters. 
 
   (2)  The names of all characters should begin at the margin, and all runovers of dialogue 
should be indented two spaces.  Never center names of characters. 
 
   (3)  The name of each character should be followed by a period, and the dialogue should 
begin on the same line. 
 
  c.  Each act, as well as the list of characters, etc., should always begin a new page. 
 
  d.  Poetry:  Where plays are printed in poetic form, begin the first line of dialogue on the 
same line with the name of the speaker, after the period.  All other lines of poetry should be 
indented two spaces, and all runovers should be indented four spaces, to preserve the poetic 
form.  Stage directions for coming on and off stage, including runovers, should be indented six 
spaces. 
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 9.  Special Symbols Page:  Include a special symbols page following the title page in each 
braille volume listing special symbols which are encountered in that volume.  These should 
include: 
 
  symbols which have been devised or assigned special usage; 
 
  symbols from other braille codes, e.g. Nemeth, Music, Computer Braille Code; 
 
  all symbols required by English Braille American Edition to be listed on the special 

symbols page.  These are: accent sign, asterisk, ditto sign, line sign, print symbol indicator, 
termination sign, scansion and stress signs, end of foot sign, caesura sign, diacritic marks, 
phonetic symbols, Spanish punctuation marks, non-Latin letter indicator, letter sign used 
before words printed in a non-Latin alphabet, and Greek and other non-Latin alphabet letters 
and other special signs for that language. 

 
 Use the following format in preparing a special symbols list: 
 
  a.  Begin a new braille page and center the heading      SPECIAL SYMBOLS USED       
IN THIS VOLUME  followed by one blank line. 
  On the second and succeeding pages, center the heading  SPECIAL SYMBOLS (cont.)  
without a blank line following. 
 
  b.  Begin each symbol in cell 1 followed by its meaning according to the wording in the 
text.  If the text does not explain a symbol, give its name. 
 
  c.  Begin all runover lines in cell 3. 
 
  d.  List the symbols in the order found in that braille volume. 
 
  e.  When they fall into categories, list the symbols following the appropriate cell 5 
heading. 
 
  f.  When a noted symbol contains only right-column or only lower-cell dots, enclose the 
dot numbers in parentheses following the symbol.   
  [See example on pages A-5 and A-6.] 
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       ,,SPECIAL ,,SYMBOLS ,,US$         

            ,,9 ,,? ,,VOLUME             

                                         

,' 7#F1 #C7 ,T]M9,N SIGN4                

> ,L9E SIGN4                             

99 7#C-E1 #C-E7 ,A/]ISK4                 

` 7#d7 ,∙35t sign4 ,pl∙c$ immly ∙f ! lr  

  m>k$ ) ∙n ∙35t 9 pr9t4                 

` 7#D7 ,PR9T SYMBOL 9DICATOR4            

"1 7#E1 #B7 ,DITTO SIGN4                 

~ 7#D-E7 ,%ORT OR UN/RESS$ SYLLA# SIGN4  

_ 7#D-E-F7 ,L;G OR /RESS$ SYLLA# SIGN4   

- 7#C-F7 ,5D ( FOOT SIGN4                

-- 7#C-F1 #C-F7 ,CAESURA SIGN4           

                                         

    ,GREEK                               

1 7#B7 ,NON-,LAT9 LR 9DICATOR4 ,PLAC$    

  IMMLY 2F A ,GREEK LR OR GR\P ( LRS4    

; 7#E-F7 ,LR SIGN4 ,PLAC$ IMMLY 2F A     

  ,GREEK ~W4                             

;; 7#E-F1 #E-F7 ,D\# LR SIGN4 ,PLAC$ 2F  

  ! F/ ~W :5 "! >E F\R OR M 3SECUTIVE    

  ~WS 9 ,GREEK4                          
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                                    ;iii 

                                         

       ,,speci∙l ,,symbols 73t47         

b ,lr 2t∙4                               

& ,lr *i4                                

m ,lr mu4                                

f ,lr phi4                               

p ,lr pi4                                

                                         

    ,-put] ,brl ,code                    

_+ ,2g9 ,-put] ,brl ,code 9dic∙tor4      

_: ,5d ,-put] ,brl ,code 9dic∙tor4       

_> ,c∙ps lock 9dic∙tor4                  

_< ,c∙ps rel1se 9dic∙tor4                

. 7#d-f7 ,p]iod4                         

                                         

                                         

                                         

 
 
 10.  Transcriber's Notes Page:   Include a transcriber's notes page following the title page 
and special symbols page, if there is one, in each braille volume noting a special braille format 
or usage required throughout the volume.  Use the following format in preparing a 
transcriber's notes page: 
 
  a.  Begin a new braille page and center the heading   TRANSCRIBER'S NOTES  
followed by one blank line.  On the second and succeeding pages, center the heading  
TRANSCRIBER'S NOTES (cont.)  without a blank line following. 
 
  b.  Braille each note beginning in cell 3 with runover lines in cell 1. 


